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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
16,3 (1975) 
TRANSFORMATIONS DETERMINING UNIQUELY A MONOID III 
WEAK DETERMINANCY 
Marie MtlNZOVA'-DEMLOVA', Praha 
Dedicated to Prof. §• Sehwarz to his 60*^ birthday 
Abstracts These two papers give necessary and suffici-
ent conditions for a translation to be a member of only iso-
morphic Cayley s representations. In order to prove the ne-
oessity of conditions it contains a number of constructions 
which lead to non-isomorphic monoids, x) 
Key wordss Algebraic monoid, Cayley 's representation, 
left translation, right translation, isomorphism of algeb-
raic monoids. 
AMSs 20M20 Ref. 2.s 2.721.4 
If a transformation f on a set X has a suitable form, 
then there exists an algebraic monoid M * (X, .,e) such 
that f is its left translation, in other words that f is 
the left multiplication by f(e) • In this case f is cal-
led a potential translation. It may happen that such a monoid 
is unique, then we call f a determining translation (see 
[5]). The uniqueness of M • (X,.,e) means that ee X and 
the associative binary operation w • n on X such that 
f(e).x. • f(x) are unique. 
x) At this occasion I wish to express my thanks to Pavel Go-
ralSik, ZdenSk Hedrlin and Vaclav Koubek for their kind 
helpt and valuable suggestions during my work at this 
paper. 
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From this definition it follows that no group can have 
a determining translation (a determining element a » f(e))9 
because we can take M^ * (X9#9b) a monoid for which also 
f(b).x * f(x)9 b being an identity element. Hence one can 
introduce a weaker type of determinancy of monoids; the trans-
formation f will be called a weakly determining translation 
if for every couple of algebraic monoids M » (X9.9e) , M'« 
» (X9 © 9e ') such that f is a left translation of both M 9 
M 9 there is an algebraic isomorphism <f from M onto M . 
Oar aim is to describe all translations weakly determin-
ing in this sense. Through the whole paper we shall ,use the 
results of the papers [ 1 ] 9 [ 2 ] . , C 3 3 about potential translations 
(further shortly translations) and C53ft63 about determining 
translations. 
Now, several notions and statements given in [43,C5J,C63# 
A T-monoid will be a oouple (X9S) 9 X being a set, S c X 
satisfying the following conditions! 
(1) identity transformation 1% is an element of S j 
(2) for all f9 g e S 9 it is f g e S . 
A oentralizer (isooentralizer) of (X9S) is a T-monoid 
(X9<e(S))((X9 3<e(S)))9 where 
<6(S) --tg € X X| f g » g f for all t% SI 
(J<£(S) m {g 6 X X | g is a bijeotion and g 6 <£(S)j ). 
A point e is a source (exact source) of (X9S) is for every 
x € X there is (unique) f a S with f(e) « x • A T-monoid 
(X9F) is called a Cavley'a T-monoid if there exists an al-
gebraio monoid M with F « L(M) . There is a 1-1 correspon-
dence between Cay ley/s T-monoid s with a marked element e 
and algebraic monoids* 
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According to 141 f a transformation which can be a mem-
ber of some Cayley's T-monoid is called a translation. 
How some notions neeessary for a description of a trans-
formation f: X — » X * the kernel Q f of f is 
Qf « U 4A I A c X & f(A) « A3 # 
We shall oall f a transformation with an increasing kernel 
if f | Qf is not injectivej f has a biriective kernel, if 
f | Qf is a bisection. ( f I Qf means the transformation gt 
. Q^—>. Q^ defined by g(x) « f(x) •) For a given x € X f 
the set Pf(x) - ( f ^ x ) ) i 2 0 ] is the patfe of f of the 
element x • The elements xfy c X are Ef-equivalent if 
f^ix) « f^y) for some mf n > 0 • E f is an equivalence, its 
classes being components of f • Transformations with one com-
ponent are connected, others are disconnected* An element x 6 
€ x is a cyclic element of f f if x€Pf(f(x)) ; the set 
Zf of all cyclic elements of f forms the oyclq of f • We 
have the kernel of the component of x : Qf(x) • Qf n Ef(x) f 
the cycle of the component of x i Zf(x) » Zf r\ Ef(x) « The 
order of x is the cardinality r(x) of the Zf(x) f if 
r(x) » I Zf (x) | *c# 0 • A transformation is called periodical-, 
if every element has an order. Let x be an element with 
Qf (x) 4- 0 f the height u(x) of x is defined as the smal-
lest integer with ftt^x'(x) e Q^(x) • An element e is a top 
element of t f if there is a Cayley's T-monoid (XtS)f e 
being its exact source, with f € S • Denote by T the set 
of all top elements of f • For a given top element e f the 
mafo eomaonen'ft of f will be Bf(e)f X\E f(e) will be de-
signated by X • 
Define K as follows i if Qf(e) « 0 f then K ~ Ef(e) $ 
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if Qf(e) 4- 0 f then X - { x c Ef(e) | f
u(x)(x) e Pf(e)| . 
For m -i 0 f n > 0 set 
Tmfn " **
 c E f ( e ) N K I *n~1(x) * *f ( e ) & fI1(x) - f u ( e ) + m(e) J , 
for m> 0 Tm>0 --if
u(e)+m(e)l . 
Por y 6 K define a mapping d„$ E f(e)—+ IT as follows: 
d (x) » m - n where n is the smallest integer such that y o o o .^ 
there is an integer m for which f^y) » f °(x) f m is 
m n 
the smallest integer for which f (y) « f (x) • Such a map-
ping dv la called the difference relative to y • If there 
y 
will he no possibility of misunderstanding we shall designate 
jby d(x) the difference relative to a fixed top element e • 
Given a translation f f we shall define a mapping h: 
t Qf —*• Qf , with f (h(t)) » t for all t e Qf f and in the 
ease f has an Increasing kernel f Im h n Pf (e) » 0 . CI) 
(Im h » «iy | 3 xf h(x) » y I •) The existence of such a mapping 
is proved in Ell and [23. Let x 6 X\Q f f let k be an in-
teger with f~k(x).*: 0 and f~(k+1)(x) » 0 f then we shall 
call the integer k the ffrade st(x) of x .Designate A « 
» \x * X J st(x) « 0*\ieV. 
How we give a type of constructions of Cayley's T-mo-
aoiSs with a parameter p » p being a mapping ;pt Y — * Y 
such that p » p t 
f(p(t)) » p(f(t)) for t € Y and 
h(p(t)) « p(h(t)> for t e Y n Qf (see (!))• C2) 
Construction 1, Let f be a non-surjective translation 
with an increasing kernel, e its top element* Let f|Qf(e) 
be not a translation of the bicyclic semigroup, i.e. there ex-
ists v e Qf\ Pf(e) for which h"
1^) • 0 (see (1)). Then 
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there exists a Cayley's T-monoid (XfL(M )) f L(M ) « 
• ^f x| x € XJ defined as follows; 
for x € Tm n and t such that f^(«)
+m-1(t) » v it 
is fx(t) * h
n~X(v) $ otherwise fx(t) - fx(t) . 
The translations fx are given in Construction 1 in 163 for 
a fixed p • 
The demonstration is analogous to the demonstration of 
Construction 1 in 163, using the property of v . 
We will now consider the case of a connected translation 
f which is surjective and has an increasing kernel. By £23 
there exist a top element e of f and an injection g € 
e <€ (f) with g(e) » f(e) f g"
1(e) » 0 . (3) 
We will refer to such a couple e f g as having the property 
(3)» As was shown in 123f to any couple e f g with Property 
(3)f two translations h f k can be found with gf ke^tf,**) 
and fh » kg • 1Y and k(Tttt „) £ Tm * _ for m > 0 . (4) A uifn m—x fn 
Construction 2. For ef gf hf k satisfying (3) and (4) 
and p with the properties (2) define transformations f 9 
x £ X f by fx(e) » x f 
for x c Tffi n f t e T if q > m or t € Y it is fx(t) -
- h ¥ ( t ) , if q 6 m it is fx(t) - g
pkq(x) f for x e Y it 
is fx(t)»p(x) . 
The T-system L(M) s K f | x € X } is a Cayley's T-monoid 
with f € L(M) . 
Demonstration; The system of all right translations of 
M is defined by R(M) - -lgy $ y € X} where gy(e) » y and 
for t e T and y e T with s;» p or y e Y it is 
gt,(t) « h
qfp(y) i for t e Tn rt and y E T_, _ with s .6 p 
•y PtH r t s 
it is gy(t) • g
rk8(t) | for t € Y it is fy(t) - p(t) . 
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Evidently e i s a common source of both L(M) and R(M) f 
thus using Statement 1 in E43 i t i s suf f i c i ent to show that 
g y f x ( t ) a tyfiyft) for a l l x f y , t e X . (5) 
Let x e Tm>n f y * T r > g f t e Tp > q f then for s ;> p 
i t i s tjfiytt) - f x ( h
q f p ( y ) ) and further for s - p. + q > m 
i t i s hnfmhqfp(y) t for s - p + q ^ i i t i s g
r k s " p + q (x ) , 
because h q f p ( y ) e Tr a . p + ( J • I f s 6 p f then f x g y ( t ) • 
• f x ( g
r k S ( t ) ) and for q > m i t i s h ' V V - c 8 ^ ) , for q & n 
i t i s g p - s + r k q ( x ) (use g r k s ( t ) 6 TpHM.rf<, ) . 
For q > m f gy(fx(t)) « gy^V^t)) and if s;4p it 
is g ¥ h ¥ ( t ) - fxgy(t) as f f h 6 <t?(gfk) . I f s > p f 
then evidently s - p + q > m and hence g y f x ( t ) « 
- h q - m + n f p ( y ) * h V V W y ) m f ^ r t ) (use m-^ q ) . For 
q s£= m we have tAt) • gpkq(x) e Tm _._ _. f hence for s -6 p x m-^q-rp f n 
it is equal to grksgpkq(x) - gp-8+rkq(x) f so the equality 
(5) holds. If 8 > p then we have two possibilities: for 
s ^ p + m - q it is gyfx(t) = h
nfm"q+p(y) -- hnfmhqfp(y) 
(use m 2: q ) f for s .£ p + m - q it is g X ( t ) • 
- grk8gpkq(x) - grks~p+q(x) . 
let t € Y f x 6 T m > n f then fxgy(t) - fx(p(t)) -
- hV(p(t)) f as p(t)« Y ; gyfx(t) . gyChVCt)) -
• p(hnfm(t)) f as h¥(t) e Y f using the properties (2), we 
get the equality (5)# 
Finally, if x 6 Y , then fxgy(t) « p(x) , gyfx(t) -
- P(p(x)) *- p(x) (see (2)) as fx(t) e Y . 
Hence the equality (5) holds for every xfyft e X and 
L(M) is a Cayley's f-monoid. 
We give now some lemmas about two isomorphic monoids. 
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Lemma 1. Let M as (Xf.fl) f M' » (X, * fl ) be two iso-
morphic algebraic monoids with the same underlying set X , 
let eg x X—* X carry an isomorphism of M onto M'. Let 
L(M) - \f% 5x6 X} f R(M) Mg x; xe XJ f L(M') * { fx; xeXjf 
R(M') a"Cgx; x€ Xj denote the systems of left and right 
translations of M and M' f respectively. Then the transla-
tions of M are carried by cp to those of M according to 
the rules 
9 fx • fy(x) 9 • 9 8-.- g^oo ¥ • 
Proof is evident. 
In the following assume f being a connected surjective 
translation with an increasing kernel. 
Lemma 2. Let L(M) be a Caley's T-monoid from Const-
ruction Z with efgfhfk fthen for every x e Tm it is 
Im f « hn(X\Pf(e)) w DA Ptf(ki(x)). 
X I is7! g 
Proof is easy. 
Corollary 1. The only translations in L(M) of Const-
ruction 2 which are both surSections and retractions are of 
the form fk « f . f k > 0 . 
fk(e) 
Lemma j . For e i t g i t h i t ^ i t i * 1#2 satisfying Condi-
tions (3) and (4) if Qp € <6 (f) i s a bisection of X such 
that cpte.p - e2 f g>gx » g2cp f y> \ » h2g> f cpk-, -
m k2g> f (6) 
then the algebraic monoids M1# M2 from Construction 2 ( Mi 
with eitgitiiit--i ) are isomorphic as algebraic monoids. 
Proof: Define an isomorphism Y : M-̂ —* ̂  hy V(fx^* 
« f*(x) ( fx* L ( M1^ fxeL(M2))- *°\ fx " h ±ji is $x) -
» lx (use: fx« lx iff x - e% f £(x) • lx iff <?(*) • e2). 
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The only fact we must show i s the equality y (fx<> f y ) • 
« V^x) ° T ^fy) • T a k e x € T m n t y € T p q * A s s u m e <3>n-t 
then gp(fx(y)) * ^ ( h ^ C y ) ) - h
n fm (y (y)) . The bisection 
o; maps the set T _ onto T' ̂  f where T' „ are defined ^ ^ mfn mfn * mfn 
relative to e2 f and thus it is *L(x)(*fW) * -î f"̂  g> (y)) • 
Assume q * m , then cp(fx(y)) . <? igPqU)) . gg kg( v( x» . 
- f i ( x ) ^ ^ y ^ • Hence c p i y y ) ) » f « ( x ) ^ ^
y ^ and we have 
Y<Vy>-T<ffx(y)> " *tffx(-)) " %U)^^ " ' ^ ^ ' 
• y(fx)<>'r(fy) • 
Thus tp is an algebraic homomorphism and as f is a bi-
section, iff is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 4. The two algebraic monoids Mlf M2 from Const-
ruction 2f M^ with etgfhfkf Mg with efgff fkf where f 
is the left translation of M-̂  by x € TQ ^ f are equal. 
The proof follows from Lemma 2. 
Before we give the second type of constructions, we in-
troduce some conventions! for a given x € X denote by %& 
the graph # x » < &xfRx> t where Lx • 4y • X; 3 n •> 0 f 
fn(y) • x | f Rx • i< ttfv > ; ufv 6 Lxf f (tt) «- v \ . The n-th 
level #C n will be the graph 9tn • < Hn,Rn> f where Hn • 
fn(e) f*1"1^) ^ * ^ fn(e) 
Conetruction 3. Let f * X — * X be a connected surject* 
ive translation with an increasing kernel. Let there exist ef 
g with (3) and xQ e Tfl -̂  f sQ > 1 f such that g"
1(x0) • 0 
and otA can be embedded into &&,„ • Denote B * .V--1 L 4 . 
e x 0 *Y0 gl(x o)
f 
A • X \ B • There exist translations hfk such that gf k e 
c <6 (hff) f f h « kg » 1 T f k
-1(B) c B and k has the fol-
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lowing form: for y e X \ L x , y c T , m > 0 i t i s 
M y ) 6 T m - 1 n, m m 0 it is k(y) e T 0 n + 1; for y 6 L% 9 
t * o 
y 6 T„ w it is k(y) € T„ o v. i • Define translations s0,n s0-tifn-x 
f^ as follows: f^(e) = x ; for x 6 T m v , r , A f t e T ^ „ x x * mfn * • pfq 
it is 
f x ( t ) « h
n f m ( t ) i f e i ther t « A ana m<q or t e B and 
m < q - 1 f 
f x ( t ) - g
pkq(x) i f t e A and q * m f 
f x ( t ) * g
p"1kq"1(x) i f t c B and q - 1 * m , 
for x € TTO ^ n B f t c T i t i s 
mfn
 f p fq 
f x ( t ) - h ^ V ^ C t ) i f e i ther t c A and m - l«c q or 
t e B and m <c q f 
f x ( t ) » g
pkq(x) i f t € A and q £ m - 1 , 
f x ( t ) * g
p""1kq"1(x) i f t e B and q £ m . 
Then L(M) • 4 f ; x e X$ i s a Cay l e y ' s T~monoid and 
f e L(M) . 
Demonstration: Obviously L(M) has an exact source, so 
we show that i t i s a T-monoid (use Statement 1 in C 43)• 
We w i l l introduce the equivalence rv on X by 
X/-V y<=-*> (x • y) or (( 3 n, 3 z e L f t ) (g
ng_. (z) » x & 
n+s -1 e x o 
& g (z) if y ) ) . Evidently I -i a; • B/v y J | * 2 for a l l y e 
€ X • Further the transformations f/,-^ , hlr*s 9 g//-w » k/^v 
are correct ly defined and i f we denote by Cx] the c la s s of 
rsj containing x , then [ e ] , f/^ f g / ^ fh/,-v tk//x/ have the 
properties (3) and (4) • Designate by M the monoid from 
Construction -> containing L e 1 , tl^j tgl~ #&//%/ fk//v • We 
show M/-v • M . Take f e L(M) f for t - ^ t 2 i t must hold 
t j t A , t 2 e B and moreover i f t-^e T f then t 2 « T -̂  1 # 
Thus for xc A i f q > m i t i s Z f x ( t 1 ) 3 « C h ^ t t . , ) ] « 
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- (h/,v )n(f /„ )m( I t x ] ) - ( h / ^ ^ f / ^ A £ t 2 3 ) . 
« t h V ^ t g ) ] « [ f x ( t 2 )3 f if q 6 m then 1 ^ ( ^ ) 3 « 
a [gP lc q (x)3 » £f x( t 2)3 • Analogously for x e B . 
The demonstration will be finished if we show that for 
every x,y,teX fatfy(t)c B iff ff { y ) ( t ) € B . (7) 
At first let us point out some assertions which follow 
from the definition of L(M) . For given xe Tm „, yeT,, -
iUyll J . 9 S 
t6T^ „ it holds: 
Ptq 
I. If xeA then (fx(t) e B)<-==->(t 6 B & q - 1 > m) . 
I I . If xeB then ( f x ( t ) e B)<===> ((t 6 B & q > m) v (t e A & 
& q6m - s ) v ( t e B & q - 1-6 m - s Q ) ) . 
I I I . If x tyc A then ( f x f y ( t )e B)<«sas>(t€ B & q - l > r & 
& q - r + s - l ; > m). > 
IV. If x e A f y e B then ( f^ ( t ) e B^s-a) ( ( t c B & q > r & 
& q - r + 0 ~ l > m ) v ( t e A & q £ r - s 0 & s - l > m ) v 
v ( t e A & q - 1 - t r - s 0 & s - 1 > a ) ) . 
V# If x e B . y e A then ( f x f y ( t )e B)<«-> ( ( t e B & q - 1 > 
> r & q - r + 0 > m ) v ( t e A & 0 - £ m - s o & m -
 B o > q " r * 
+ s ) v ( t e B & s - ^ m - 0O & r 2q - l ) v ( t e B & q - l > r & q -
. r + s - 16 m - s0))« 
VI. If x ,yeB t h e n ( f x f y ( t )e B)<===>((te B & q > r & q -
_ r + a 7 m ) v ( t € A & q ^ r - 0 o & 0 > m ) v ( t c B & q - l * 
4. r - s &0>m)v ( t e A & s - 16 m - &Q & m - sQ>q - r + 
+ s ) v ( t € B & s - l - * m - 0 o & m - 0 o £ q - r + s - 1 ) ) . 
Nb# if x»y€A then for 0>m f fx(y) i s an element 
of Antr.n-**n
9 t0* **m 0 f A n Tm-s+rtn • Comparing I 
and I I I we ^ t the proposition (7). 
If xcA, y€ B 9 then for 0 - l>m, fx(y) i s an e le -
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ment of BnT„ _ _.„ for s - l^m of AAV,,.,, . Com-rfs—m+n m—s+rfn 
pare If II and IV. 
I f x e B f y € A f then f x ( y ) € A n T ^ f l . m + n f for s » 
> m - 1 and f x ( y ) € An V s + r - l . n - 1 • ** ^ - s 0 < s^m - 1 
or Bnf m _ „ ^ i f s £ m - s„ • As q - l > r and q - s + m-s+rfn o 
+ s - l_s m - s we have &£ m - s $ it suffices to compare 
II and IV. For q - 1> r and s>m - sQ or s>m - sQ and 
q - l£ r compare I and V; for q - 1*. r and s.6m - sQ com-
pare II and V. In all cases we get (7). 
At last if xfy€B then for era it is f%(y)c B o 
n 3L. « -,._-. # for m - 1 2 s - l > m - srt f f J y ) c A r > T _ „ •• „ -, f rfs-m*fn * o
 F x v m-s+r—±fn—±
w 
for s - 16 m - sQ f f x ( y ) €
 B r>T m . s+r n •
 An<J again comparing 
I I and VI we get ( 7 ) . 
Hence L(M) i s closed under the composition. 
Before we come to the l a s t two types of constructions of 
Cayley's monoids we w i l l need some de f in i t i ons and lemmas; 
for given e fg fh ffc sa t i s fy ing (3) and (4) and x€ X denote 
Kx « « y * 3 nf meO fa^f^y) *- x ] . For y e K x set s
x ( y ) -
• (m,n) i f mfn are the l eas t non-negative integers with 
k ¥ ( y ) - x . 
Lemmas 5 - 7 bring some properties of K « 
Lemma 5» Let e f g f h f k have (3) and (4) f l e t for every 
x with g (x) • 0 be k(x) » hkf (x) • Then for x-, f x 2 € X 
such that h" 1 (x,) « g - 1 ( x , ) « 0 f i » l f 2 f Kv n K_, 4« 0 
J. X X«j JLty 
i t holds K s K or K_. s K_. . 
X«« O O 1 
Proofi Let z l L ^ L f s
 1 ( z ) « (b fa) f s
 2 ( z ) » 
x l x 2 
» (o fd) } we can suppose that c < b . I t i s suf f i c ient t o 
show that d £ a f as i t means k
 cfa""^(x2) « x-, and x 2 € 
€ K̂ , implies K f i L • 
x l x 2 x l 
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Suppose a< a . Take a' - k f (z) ; we have s x(z') • 
xl 
• (b - ct0) . For every u with s (u) • (b - cf0) it is 
h~1(u) • 0 . Further fd~a(z') « x? , thus g (z') • 0 and 
k(z') - hkf(z') . Hence hf(z') k"x(k(z')) and s x(hf(z'))--
• (b - cf0) f thus for u s hf(z') it is not h~ (u) • 0 f a 
contradiction. 
Lemma 6. Given efgfh,k from Lemma 5. Take an element 
y with h~*(y) « 0 . Then kc(z) • y if and only if z • 
- gc(y) * 
This Lemma 6 can be proved by an induction over n using 
h'"1(gn(y)) • 0 for every n • 
Lemma 7. Given e fg fh fk from Lemma 5 and an element 
y with g"1(y) « hTlly) - 0 , then hagb(x)€Ky if and only 
i f X l l L . 
Proof i s easy. 
Construction 4. Let f be a connected surjective t rans-
lat ion with an increasing kernel, e fg fh fk satisfying (3) , (4) . 
Assume that for every x ei ther g" (x) » 0 or k(x) • 
• hkf(x) . Let, there exist x-, ,x 2 ,x 3 e X f x^€ Tm n 
g"1(x i) • h*"
1(xi) • 0 f i • l f 2,3 t such that for n2 > m1 i t 
i s f(x3) • h
 X f 1 (x 2 ) , for n2-= mx i t is f(x3) » 
% n2 
m g k C(f(x1)) and if x1 » x3 or x3€ Kx and ^2^ml 
then Xj • x2 » x3 • Define translations f^ by: 
t%(%) * hagc(x3) for s 1(x) - (b,a) and 0 2(t) » (cfb) 5 
fx(t) « fx(t)- otherwise, 
where f are translations defined in Construction 2. Then 
L(M') • -ifxi xeXl is a Cayley's T-monoid with feK(M') . 
For the proof of Construction 4 we shall need the folio-
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wing properties of elements x^f x2§ x3 • In Lemmas 8 - 1 0 
suppose assumptions of Construction 4. 
Lemma 8. If x 3
€ Kx then either m, • 0 or x, « 
a x2 * x3 or m-̂  « nx • 1 and x2 « x3 • 
Proof is easy. 
Lemma 9. If x ^ K , and K_n K^ + 0 f then for ^ xl xl x2 
n2> m^ it is mx • n-̂ > n2 f for n2-£ mx it is m2 + n2 > 
>m 1 . 
Proof: By Lemma 5 we have x, e K^ or x0€ K . 
-*-*-"-—— X Xp c. X, 
mp-m, np-n, 
1) Consider n2> mA ; if xg6 Kx f then k f (x2^ " 
= xx ; further f(x3) - h
 X f X(x2) f i.e. f
 X(x3) « 
m, mp-m, *->2-n, 
a f (x 2 ) • Assuming m, + nx.£ n 2 we get k f ^
x2^ = 
n.u—m, nn-nn •m, n, n.u—m, n*-.—m, 
s fe c lf ̂  X ±f l(x^j m k c ±f d x(x^j 0 Thas x^€ K^ ^ 
a contradiction. If x,€ Kx f then n,> n2 and m^a? m2 f 
ra,—mp 
hence m, + n.-s n2 • For n, a n2 we have k (xx) a x2 f 
m,—nip 
i.e. x, « g (x2) f thus x, a x2 • Assuming mx a o we 
get x-»€ K s K f a contradiction. „? x 2 X, 
2) Consider n 2^m, .If x2€ Kx f then m2> mx and thus 
ra2 + n 2 > mi^ n2 > 0) • ̂ et x i € Kx » "tften 
m,-mp n,-np m,-mp 
k J. «sf x ^(x^) a x2 . For nx a n2 from k
 x <xi) a x2 
we get x, « x2 f so again m2 + n 2>m x . Consider nx> n2 f 
n,-n0 m9 n0 n,-np mP nP 
then f l 2(x3) a g
 2k 2f 1 2(xx) (f(x3) = g
 2k zf(xx)) 
n,-np mp np m,-m? 
and further f x (x^) = g *k *g x *(x2) (use Lemma 6). 
n,-np m,—n« 
Assuming m2 + n2-«mx f we get f (xO a g (x2) and 
thus x-»e K._ , a contradiction. 
* xl 
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Lemma 10. I f x -6 K_. , then e i ther » 2 > m l * Kx £ 
s K and n* + m-, £ n2 or x-̂  • x2 « x3 • 
1 n2"ml 
Proof: Consider **2>ml ' w e faiave f ^x3^ * 
nip-Bj- n2-ni-j 
• g (xi) (&se Lemma 6), further f (x~) • 
n«—m-j—1 u-|— 1 m-| 
» f - x h f (J^) • Assuming n-- mx - 1-c^ - 1 (n2< 
n~—m- n-|+m-|—n~ m-, 
--rn̂  + n-, ) we get f d x(x-) • h x x *t x(x2) « 
m2""ml i B-p-nh -1 
- g (x3), hence h~
x(g c x(x-))4-0 and b~x(x3)4-0 , 
a contradiction. So we have n2> m-. + n-, and further 
m2-lm.. n2-n.i 
g (x-,) • f (x-,), which means x-e K_. . 
m0-n. 2 2 If iio^i- , then k (x->) » 1, (x,6L _ .,_ _. ) , 2 1 * .3 x * j m-j-n2+m2,n-t * 
nip—n2 
i.e. x3 • g (x-j) ,so m2 -s n- and x-̂  « x- , hence 
X-» • X p • X«-j . 
Demonstration of Construction 4? Evidently e iB an 
exact source of L(M') thus it suffices to show that L(M') 
is closed under the composition. Denote z' = f'(y) ; we are 
going to prove the equality: 
f^fy(t) - f^(t) for all x,yft€X . (8) 
Assume xc Tm w , yeT„ _ , t€T_ _ . Evidently (8) holds if 
—I,JX _ , 0 P t H 
f^fy ( t ) • f-Xy(t) and f z / ( t ) • f z ( t ) . Thus f i r s t the a s -
ser t ion : 
x-
Let y g K , t « K T with s ^ ( t ) • ( c , r - m J ; i f x , 6 
1 2 "-* 
€ K , x € K v and s - m then f l f ' ( t ) • h
 Xg c (x-J ? (A) 
x 2 1 x y * 
i f e i ther x^Kx or x £ K x and m £ s - n-̂  and for n2>* 
> m-̂  i t i s n 2 - m-ĵ  + s>m , for n2_. m-̂  i t i s s > m , then 
n-m+s-n-, „ 
f x f y ( t ) * h g (x 3 ) (B) 
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Otherwise f^y(t) » *„*y(*) 
Let yft be such elements that f'(t) » fv(t) f then 
y y 
for yc K f xcKx f s - n2 « m - m^ and q**r - m2 we 
s ™ n=n, r-q+p-m0 
have f ^ y ( t ) - - « (x3> * (°) 
for x€ Kx f t c Kx f q - r + s - n2 » m - m-, and q - n2* r 
1 n-n, p-m0 
i t i s f^fy(t) » h xg d(x3) | (B) 
otherwise f^fyCO - f x
f y ( t ) • 
How let us show the equality (8). First suppose z ' » 
» 2 » f_(y) ; i . e . i f x6 K_ and ya K_ then s - n0 -# 
X X-ĵ  x2 -
4-m - n^ . The following holds fz,(t)+ fg(t) iff for s > 
x, 
>m we have yeK and m _: s - n-̂  f then s (z) » 
x2 
» (r - m,f s - m + n - n-̂ ) and for t with s (t) » 
, . „ s-m+n-n, ̂  
» (c,r - m i ) it is fz',(t) » h
 1g°(x3) . {E) 
x. 
In the case s-m iff X G K _ and s_m - m-f then s (z) • xl x 
x2 
« (r + m - s «- n-i#i- - a^) and for t with s (t) - (cfr + 
n-n, 
+ m - s - m-,) it is f2',(t) » h
 xgc(x3) . (P) 
The equality (8) mast be shown for t such that 
f x f y ( t ) * f x f y ( t ) o r f z ' ( t ) + f z ( t ) * Suppose f j , ( t ) + f_(t) 
x2 
and s>m f thus y 6 Kx , m£s - n-̂  and s (t) • (c fr - m,); 
in this case compare (B) and (E). Let s£m f fz,(t)*46f (t) f 
i . e . xcK and s£m - m... If s - m and s^m - m, , i t 
means m, -a 0 . For x^e K_ compare (A) and (F)f for x U K 
1 3 x2 3 T X 2 
compare (B) and (P). Let s<m f s *(t) • (ofr + m « s - m ) 
then it holds r + m - s - m 1 + n 2 - n 2 » r + m - 8 ~ m , £ r 
and r + m - s - m - j + n g - r + s - n g w m - n i ^ f i.e. the as-
sumptions of (B) hold and moreover 
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Suppose f^f" (t)4sfz(t) I the case (B) for s£m cannot 
be fulfilled (since s^n implies m>s - n-̂ ) f neither the 
case (C) (z » z' )• The cages (A)f (D) and (B) for s>m ha-
ve been shown. 
Let us suppose Z+-5' » i»©» x e K , yeK and s -
1 2 
— n« • m — nu f then 
z' m h xg 2(x3) . For ^ " l we have z'e Tr,n _m +n f 
for n2^m1 z'e T ^^ • It holds z'* K ^ iff *3« K ^ 
X-j 
(see Lemma 7) and in th i s case for n2> m^ i t i s 8 (z ' ) « 
« (r - nuf n2 - m, + n -
 n^)» * o r n 2 ^ m l s ^z ^ m ^r " n2* 
n - nx) . Therefore f z , ( t )*- f z ( t ) i ff x 3€K x and if 
X. 
n2>m1 for t with s~
2(t) • (c fr - m1) f fz,(t) * 
n0—m-i +n—n«i _ 
» h 2 x V ( x 3 ) I <Q> 
x 2 
if n 2 6m 1 for t with s *(t) » (c fr - n2) f f z , ( t ) « 
n-nn „ 
- h V(x3) . (H) 
Further i t canlse shown; f z , ( t ) + f z ( t ) iff q_6r - m2 j 
p-q+r-nu n-n-j 
in th i s case i t is -?z/(t) * g
 ch x(x 3) . (J) 
Let us show the equality (8). F i rs t consider x->4-K- » 
j xl 
i.e. z'$ Kx f hence fz,(t) » fz/(t) . If for y and t 
we have f'(t) » f (t) f then (8) follows from (C) and (J)f 
*y »y 
so for K^ n K„ * 0 (8) holds (the assumptions of (D) are 
xl x2 
not fulfilled, as q - r + 8 - n 2 » m - m , implies q » r 
and q - n2<* r f the same holds about (A) and (B) as y $ 
$ K„ ). Let now L n L ^ ^ y e K, 
xl xl x2 xl 
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Assume n ^ m ^ 9 then m • s - n2 • m, >• 8 - n, (use m, + 
+ n-̂ > n2 ) and the assumptions of (B) are not fulfilled. If 
n̂ m-̂  f then s^m as 0 - n2 «* a . i 1 , Then for t with 
Xr> 
s *(t) » (c,r - mx) it is -f^y(t) - fz(t) f moreover for 
this t we have q * r - m-̂  + n 2 > r - m2 (use m2 + n2 > 
>m 1 ) and f2,(t) » fz(t) f too. Thus (8) holds for Xy4 Kx . 
Consider x-fiK^ f i.e. z'e K% . Suppose n2> m^ f then 
x 
fg,(t) + fg,(t) for t with s
 2(t) - (cf r - m1) .'We know 
that K_ g K f hence yeK_ and for this t we have ful-
X p X«i X-i 
filled the assumptions of (B) because m.£s - n-, (use m-, + 
n l 6 n 2 ^ an(* n2 " ml + s > m ^use n 2 > ml *̂ ̂ oreove5? 
n-m+s-n-, n-m,+n2-n«, 
h g (x-J • h g (x-J . Assumptions of (A) are 
not fulfilled as s + m • The rest is the same as in the case 
•'+ K^ . 
Consider n2<« m- , then x-̂  = x2 * x^ and elements t 
x x 
with s 2(t) m (cf r - m1) and t with s 2(t) * (cf r - n^) 
are the same elements. Thus (8) follows from (A) and (H). 
Construction 5. Given efgfhfk having (3) and (4)f k 
such that either k(x)eg (x) or k(x) « hkf(x). Let then 
m n n 
exist a sequence "13-̂ 1̂ -0 suon *na* g" ^xi^ * n~ ^xi^ * $ » 
*i 6 Tn 0, n i' - " 1.....» 0."B 0 "
 no » f<*i+l> " h
n-+1"n-" <*!>. 
n n 
i « l,...,m - 1 and f(x1) » g k f(xx) . Define for i 6 
£ K with s ° ( t ) * (c fb) 
\ 
Xn 
f l ( t ) =* h a g c ( x , ) i f x c K \ KT and s
 ±(x) « (b fa) f 
x i x± x 1 + 1 
f x ( t ) » f x ( t ) otherwise, 
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where f are translations from Construction 2. 
Then L(M')
 mi^xt xcXj forms a Cayley's T-monoid 
containing f as a left translation. 
Demonstration is analogous to the demonstration of Con­
struction 4. 
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